The PT −symmetric quantum mechanical V = ix 3 model over the real line, x ∈ R, is infrared (IR) truncated and considered as Sturm-Liouville problem over a finite interval x ∈ [−L, L] ⊂ R. Via WKB and Stokes graph analysis, the location of the complex spectral branches of the V = ix 3 model and those of more general V = −(ix) 2n+1 models over x ∈ [−L, L] ⊂ R are obtained. The corresponding eigenvalues are mapped onto L−invariant asymptotic spectral scaling graphs R ⊂ C. These scaling graphs are geometrically invariant and cutoff-independent so that the IR limit L → ∞ can be formally taken. Moreover an increasing L can be associated with an R−constrained spectral UV→IR renormalization group flow on R. The existence of a scale-invariant PT symmetry breaking region on each of these graphs allows to conclude that the unbounded eigenvalue sequence of the ix 3 Hamiltonian over x ∈ R can be considered as tending toward a mapped version of such a PT symmetry breaking region at spectral infinity. This provides a simple heuristic explanation for the specific eigenfunction properties described in the literature so far and clear complementary evidence that the PT −symmetric V = −(ix) 2n+1 models over the real line x ∈ R are not equivalent to Hermitian models, but that they rather form a separate model class with purely real spectra. Our findings allow us to hypothesize a possible physical interpretation of the non-Rieszian mode behavior as a related mode condensation process. The first years of mathematical and conceptual explorations of such and related model classes (summarized, e.g., in [3-7]) were followed, since ca 2007, by still ongoing investigations into PT symmetric classical and quantum effective models with balanced gain and loss components and their various implementations [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Introduction The past 20 years witnessed a strongly increasing interest in physical models with parity-time (PT ) symmetry. Starting from the realization [1] that PT symmetry is an inherent property of the class of nonHermitian quantum mechanical Hamiltonians of the type H = p 2 + mx 2 − (ix) N , N ∈ R, Bender and Boettcher related the numerically observed [2] reality and positivity of the eigenvalues for Hamiltonians with imaginary cubic potentials, N = 3, to an unbroken PT symmetry of these Hamiltonians.
The first years of mathematical and conceptual explorations of such and related model classes (summarized, e.g., in [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ) were followed, since ca 2007, by still ongoing investigations into PT symmetric classical and quantum effective models with balanced gain and loss components and their various implementations [8] [9] [10] [11] .
More recent investigations revealed new types of PT −symmetry related phase transition regimes in strongly correlated many-body systems [12] , an extension of Zamolodchikov's c-theorem to non-unitary, but PT −symmetric QFTs [13] , and a reversability/irreversabiliy transition for information flows between PT −symmetric systems and environments [14] and options for modeling non-unitary dynamics by a larger unitary operator [15] , with [14, 15] using unitary extensions of non-Hermitian systems as suggested, e.g., in [16] for a complementary understanding of PT quantum brachistochrones [17] . Relaxing unitarity requirements allowed to exactly compute Schur indices for D 2 [SU (2N + 1)] superconformal field theories [18] .
Since relaxing hitherto fundamental requirements like unitarity might help in deriving new deep structural relations, it appears highly desirable to understand simple nontrivial PT −symmetric setups most comprehensively. One of the simplest nontrivial models [19] remains the PT −symmetric quantum mechanical (QM) Hamiltonian with cubic potential H = p 2 + igx 3 defined over the real line x ∈ R [1] . The setup is the one-dimensional (1D) toy model analogue of a Landau-Ginzburg theory with iφ 3 interaction in D = 6 − ε dimensions introduced in [20] for a field theoretic description of the phase-transition behavior of the 2D Ising model at a Yang-Lee edge singularity [21, 22] . The corresponding 2D field theoretic model at criticality is a non-unitary conformal field theory (CFT) of minimal type M 2,5 [23, 24] with algebraically growing correlation function [24] , φ(x)φ(0) ∼ |x| 4/5 , in contrast to algebraically decaying behavior as for unitary CFTs. One of the interesting question is which of the specific peculiarities of non-unitary CFTs will be reflected, in one or another way, as nonstandard behavior in the 1D QM toy model analogues, such as the PT −symmetric ix 3 model.
A first clear indication for nonstandard behavior in the ix
3 model are the recent results on its eigenfunctions: apart from the completeness proof [25] and the lack of the Riesz property of the complete set of these eigenfunctions [25, 26] , it was shown in [27] that these eigenfunctions have diverging projector norms and cannot form a basis in L 2 (R). Diverging projector norms of eigenfunctions (and, for finite-dimensional matrices, of eigenvectors) typically occur [28] when the operator or matrix is close (in parameter space) to a spectral branch point (exceptional point (EP)), for PT −symmetric setups close to a PT phase transition regime. The diverging projector norm is just a reformulation of the concept of self-orthogonality of bi-orthogonal eigenvector pairs [28] [29] [30] , which in turn is closely related to vector isotropy arXiv:1901.08526v1 [math-ph] 24 Jan 2019
in Krein spaces [31] [32] [33] [34] , a generalization of the concept of light-like vectors to arbitrary dimensions.
In the present Letter, we combine the knowledge about this eigenfunction property with analytic WKB (Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin) results of Bender and Jones [35, 36] for the real eigenvalues of spectral problems with Hamiltonians H = p 2 + V (x), V (x) = −g(ix) 2n+1 , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (1) defined over the finite real interval x ∈ [−1, 1] ∈ R. For varying coupling g ∈ R + these −g(ix)
2n+1 , x ∈ [−1, 1] models show a rich PT phase transition behavior with pairwise passing of real eigenvalue branches into branches of complex conjugate eigenvalues (numerically described in [36, 37] ). Here, we extend the Bender-Jones results [36] by using the length scale L of the interval x ∈ [−L, L] ⊂ R as additional scaling parameter. This allows us to link the results over finite intervals via infrared (IR) completion L → ∞ to the results for models defined over the full line x ∈ R, i.e. to consider the −g(ix)
2n+1 , x ∈ [−L, L] models as IR truncated versions of −g(ix)
2n+1 , x ∈ R models. In this way, we demonstrate that −g(ix)
2n+1 , x ∈ R models are not equivalent to Hermitian models, but that they form a separate class of physical models with purely real spectra.
Relevant properties of the (igx 3 , x ∈ R) model Hamiltonians (1) defined over the real line x ∈ R with wave functions vanishing at infinity, ψ(x → ±∞) → 0, are non-selfadjoint in a usual Hilbert space L 2 (R). Rather they are selfadjoint in a Krein space K P [31, 32, 38] , a Hilbert space with an indefinite inner product (metric) induced by the parity operator P: [Hφ, ψ] P = [φ, Hψ] P , [φ, ψ] P := Pφ, ψ = R [φ(−x)] * ψ(x)dx, i.e. the PT inner product of [39, 40] . φ, ψ := R [φ(x)] * ψ(x)dx is the usual L 2 (R) inner product. With initial WKB results given in [1, 41] , H with V = igx 3 is known to have a countably infinite set of discrete purely real, positive [42] [43] [44] , non-degenerate (geometrically simple) [43] as well as algebraically simple (no Jordan blocks in the spectral decomposition) [40, 45] eigenvalues with accumulation at infinity. This implies that the PT symmetry of the Hamiltonian is exact [1] , i.e. that not only [PT , H] = 0, but also the corresponding eigenfunctions ψ j , with Hψ j = E j ψ j , can be chosen PT −symmetric, PT ψ j (x) = [ψ j (−x)] * = ψ j (x). These properties, clarified till ca 2005, led to the conjecture that the Hamiltonian H for x ∈ R might be quasi-Hermitian [3, 4, 46] and equivalent to some special type of non-local Dirac Hermitian Hamiltonian [47] [48] [49] . More recent operatortheoretic results [25] on the set of eigenfunctions {ψ j } ∞ j=1
provided strong evidence that the currently known quasiHermiticity mappings will not work for the (igx 3 , x ∈ R) model, because the eigenfunctions, although complete in L 2 (R), do neither form a Riesz basis (and therefore cannot be mapped by nonsingular similarity transformations into standard Euclidean type orthogonal Hilbert space bases [50] ) nor can they form any basis [26] . Rather it had been demonstrated in [27] that the projector norms κ j of the eigenfunctions ψ j diverge as κ j ∝ exp[
e. a limiting process directed toward isotropic Krein space states [28, 29] and selforthogonality regimes [28] [29] [30] . This is a behavior typical for approaching an exceptional point (a PT phase transition regime with a spectral branch point) [28] [29] [30] .
We provide complementary evidence for this observation by analyzing −g(ix)
2n+1 , x ∈ [−L, L] models, i.e. eigenvalue problems for Hamiltonians (1) defined over finite intervals x ∈ [−L, L] ⊂ R with Dirichlet boundary conditions (BCs) imposed at the end points ψ(x = ±L) = 0 (boxtype problems). We start from recent analytical results of Bender and Jones [36] on the real eigenvalues of −g(ix)
2n+1 , x ∈ [−1, 1] models. These authors used a lowest-order WKB ansatz for the wave functions
E ∈ R and deformed the interval x ∈ [−1, 1] ⊂ R into PT −symmetric paths G in the complex coordinate plane C ⊃ G x such that G pass through those two WKB turning points x = a 1,2 , Q(a k ) = 0 which are located closest to the real x−axis and are connected one with the other by anti-Stokes line segments [52] . This allowed for the derivation of a secular equation [36] . With slightly more general end points x = ±L and allowing for a second solution class [51, sect. B], the pair of these secular equations takes the form
where
Q(x )dx , and
Q(x )dx . For E ∈ R, the integrals I T and I M are real [51, sect. B]. The secular equation pair (4) not only defines the real eigenvalues, rather it also encodes a smooth transition between two qualitatively different real spectral regimes [ Fig. 1(a,b) ]. To make the transition mechanism transparent we analyze the Stokes graphs of the Fig. 1(d-f) ].
Stokes graph analysis Stokes graphs S ⊂ C x are formed by the sets of anti-Stokes lines [53] . Along these lines in the complex x−plane, defined by the conditions Im x a k Q(x )dx = 0, the wave functions show oscillatory behavior [51, sect. C], [54] . Off S, the action
eigenvalues and (c) coincidence of the EjL −3 branches signalling the existence of a spectral scaling graph R. Sample Stokes graphs for [E(0.9 τc)] * ∈ R (d), E(τc) ∈ R (e) and E(0.9 τc) (f) derived via Eq. (9) .
Q(x )dx have non-vanishing imaginary components so that the corresponding locally defined WKB wave functions ψ k,± := Q −1/4 exp[±iI k ] either exponentially decay (subdominant Stokes sectors) or blow up (dominant Stokes sectors). For the secular equation pair (4) this means that only along S it holds ∆ = 0, whereas away from S one can assume |∆| 0. Depending on the sign of ∆, Eq. (4) comprises the two real spectral regimes: e Fig. 1(a) ], whereas for the high lying (j → ∞) BT eigenvalues the standard
2 behavior is reproduced [38] [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The transition between the two real spectral regimes, BT BS, occurs when the box end points x = ±L can be connected by anti-Stokes lines to the BS turning points x = a 1,2 , i.e. for ±L ∈ S and ∆ = 0. In this case, the secular equation pair (4) factorizes, 2 sin
with N 3,4 ∈ Z and
Geometrically, this signals the possibility for a break-up of the Stokes graphs [ Fig. 1(d-f) ] with connection to a third type of quantization condition -for complex eigenvalues. The various quantization regimes for arbitrary finite scales L and couplings g can be compared by splitting the action terms into purely real scale factors and scale invariant integrals with boundary positions fixed at y := x/L = ±1:
The form (and topology) of the Stokes graphs depends only on the argument arg E [56] . For fixed arg E these graphs are form invariant and they merely scale with |E|. For real E ∈ R + this results in form invariant Stokes graph families like in Fig. 2(a) with the BT and BS spectral regimes identified in the complex y−plane and in terms of E [ Fig. 2(b) ] via the asymptotic behaviors: fixed E, L yield in the (empty box) limit g → 0 diverging E → ∞ (BT), whereas fixed E, g for L → ∞ should reproduce the BS-type WKB results for −g(ix)
2n+1 , x ∈ R [1, 41] and, hence, imply E → 0 for BS. The single critical E c ∈ R + , for which ±L ∈ S and the BT BS transitions with possible Stokes graph break-ups occur, are derivable as limiting points from the complex spectral branches.
Complex spectral branches For complex conjugate eigenvalue pairs E i , E j ∈ C, E j = E * i the wave functions are mutually PT −symmetric ψ j = PT ψ i and their Stokes graphs S i , S j are mutually reflection symmetric with regard to the imaginary axis in the complex x−plane, S j = PT S i [51, sect. F]. Therefore, it suffices to consider one of the complex spectral branches only. We provide evidence that the location of these branches in the complex plane is defined by the same general mechanism as for a Hamiltonian with complex linear potential V = −igx. For the latter Hamiltonian it is shown analytically [51, sect. D] that its complex eigenvalues E ∈ C are defined by a quantization condition over anti-Stokes-line segments Y ⊂ S connecting the relevant turning points with the nearest interval-end-points x = ±L (with exact Dirichlet BC ψ(x = ±L) = 0 imposed)
These quantization conditions [51, sect. D] with additional reality constraints Y Q(x )dx ∈ R + follow from uniform WKB approximations [53, sect. 2.3] , [57] of the wave functions ψ in terms of single Airy functions defined over paths G ⊂ C (the deformed intervals For a path end point deep in the subdominant sector this BC holds with precision higher than the 0th-order WKB. When a complex eigenvalue enters the vicinity of the PT phase transition region, toward a transition to exact PT −symmetric configurations with real energies, the distance between the path end point and the antiStokes line bounding the subdominant Stokes sector becomes smaller, the 0th-order WKB breaks down [58] and a smooth transition toward exact PT symmetric regimes starts (Fig. 4 in [51] ).
Making use of the splitting (6) the locations of the complex eigenvalues can be described in terms of the rescaled energies E. The anti-Stokes-line related reality constraints (in terms of y = x/L) are fulfilled only for very special values of E located on single curves in C. For Y between x = α k L and x = −L and with
Passing from this integral constraint to its differential equivalent one arrives at an ODE [51, sects. E,G] for the complex rescaled energies as function
with initial condition τ 0 = δτ 1,
and the solution graphs in Fig. 3 (a) [59, 60] . This allows for a visualization of the Stokes graph deformation mechanism [ Fig. 2(c,d) ].
PT phase transition and spectral scaling graph The numerical shooting-method results provide strong evidence [51] that for a given potential
* and R + are the only possible locations of the eigenvalues E in the complex plane. They constitute the corresponding spectral scaling graph R so that E ∈ R ⊂ C. (For V (x) = −igx and its R see [37, 51] .) Variations of g and L lead to
variations of the positions of the eigenvalues on R, what for increasing L can be understood as an R-constrained spectral UV→ IR renormalization group (RG) flow on R [ Fig. 3 (b)] with R itself scale (and flow) invariant [61] (some rough 1D analogue of the QFT results of [13] ). The coinciding BS quantization conditions for the
2n+1 , x ∈ R model [1, 41] and the R BS :
2n+1 , x ∈ R , i.e. the L−cutoff can be considered as equivalent j−cutoff in −g(ix)
2n+1 , x ∈ R . Once the bijection between E j and E j remains valid for arbitrarily large, but finite L, it suffices to interpret the L → ∞ limit as synchronized j → ∞ limit. In this way, R BS E → E c as limit toward an EP justifies an interpretation of the −g(ix)
2n+1 , x ∈ R eigenvalue sequence {E j } ∞ j=0 as tending asymptotically toward a PT phase transition region (an EP) at spectral infinity E j→∞ → ∞ associated with E j→∞ → E c . The fine-tuned mapping of the various spectral infinities to E c and R CO shows some rough analogy to Penrose diagrams [62] (with E c corresponding to some well defined spectral horizon position).
Outlook What is still lacking, is a simple physical explanation scheme for the non-Rieszian behavior of the eigenfunction sets. For matrices approaching an EP it is known [28] that the corresponding eigenvectors are tending to coalesce. For the ∞−dimensional Hilbert space (and Krein space) setup of the (igx 3 , x ∈ R) model, the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian having diverging projector norms and asymptotically approaching a PT phase transition region at spectral infinity signal a possible tendency toward collinearity and isotropy of an infinite number of these eigenfunctions. Physically, this may find an explanation as a kind of condensation mechanism, possibly as a rough 1D toy model analogue to the formation process of a graviton BEC close to quantum criticality [63, 64] .
The coincidence of the Stokes graph reconnection mechanism [ Fig. 1 
at a PT phase transition and that described in [65] for BPS setups and related wall-crossings signals structural and physical relations between these two model classes [66] .
U.G. thanks Gia Dvali, Sergii Kuzhel, Heinz Langer, and Boris Shapiro for useful discussions.
Supplemental material

A: PT −SYMMETRIC HAMILTONIANS: PROJECTOR NORMS OF EIGENFUNCTIONS
For an operator H, in general non-self-adjoint (H = H † ) with regard to the standard Euclidean type inner product
⊂ R, the projector norm κ j associated with an eigenvector ψ j of a simple isolated eigenvalue λ j is defined as (see, e.g., [27, sect. 3])
Furthermore, it follows from (S2) and (S3) that
For real eigenvalues, λ j = λ * j , this gives φ j = Pψ j , what together with the corresponding exact PT symmetry of the eigenvectors ψ j = PT ψ j implies φ j = T ψ j and
One immediately concludes that a Hilbert space normalization ψ j , ψ j = 1 (or any other normalization 0 < c < ψ j , ψ j < C < ∞ with finite non-vanishing bounds c, C) yields for κ j→∞ → ∞ a limit toward Krein space isotropy [31] [32] [33] , |[ψ j , ψ j ] P | → 0, and self-orthogonality [28, 29] , [30, chapt. 9] , | Ω ψ 2 j (x)dx| → 0. This is a behavior typical for approaching a PT phase transition regime, i.e., an exceptional point/spectral branch point [28, 29] . Comparison with simple 2 × 2 matrix models shows that the projector norm κ is just the inverse of the phase rigidity r = κ −1 as discussed, e.g., in [28, sect. 6] .
] MODELS: SOLUTION CLASSES OF THE SECULAR EQUATION
The derivation of the secular equation for the real eigenvalues E ∈ R of the −g(ix)
2n+1 , x ∈ [−1, 1] models in [36] was based on a zeroth-order WKB approximation of the eigenfunctions over PT −symmetric paths x ∈ G ⊂ C as deformations of the real interval x ∈ [−1, 1] ⊂ R. A crucial role played Airy function approximations in the vicinities of the corresponding WKB turning points. For convenience, we summarize the relevant Airy function properties needed subsequently: 
(ii) The Airy function Ai (z) is an entire function [75, 76] and, therefore, single-valued, Ai (
(iv) zeroth-order WKB approximation [86] , [74, 9.7.5, 9.7.9]
Below, approximation (S10) over the real negative semi-axis is often used in the form
where the restriction on | arg z| in (S10) implies the branch selection s 3/2 ∈ R + .
In the derivation of the secular equation (Eq. (17) in [36] and Eq. (4) in the main text of the present Letter), Airy function WKB asymptotics over both sectors (S9), (S10) in the complex plane are used. For the explicit calculations in [36] it turned out convenient to formally pass in (S10) to the same complex variable z = ρe iφ , ρ ∈ R + as for the sector (coordinate patch) (S9) (see Eq. (10) in [36] ) -instead of using two different z in the two sectors (coordinate patches) (S9) and (S10). Obviously, this passing can be done via matching in the sector overlaps either in the upper complex half-plane or in the lower one, i.e. with matching either over φ ∈ (
In terms of the same variable z = ρe iφ as in (S9), this formally leads to R − −s = z = e ±iπ ρ with s ∈ R + . Using the single-valuedness of Ai (z) (and Ai (−s)), one, hence, has two cases s = ρ = e ∓iπ z ∈ R + to plug into (S11), what results in two formal extensions for (S10), (S11) in terms of z from the sector (coordinate patch) (S9)
Using the two representations (S12) in the derivation of the secular equation (Eqs. (6) - (17) in [36] ) one arrives at a secular equation pair (Eq. (4) in the main text of the Letter)
Here
Q(x )dx , and ∆ := (−1)
2n+1 . For E ∈ R, the integrals I T and I M are real [87] . That both equations of the secular equation pair (S13) are relevant can be seen from the factorization behavior at the BT BS transition point (where
With
this implies the Stokes graph break-up conditions
From comparison with the quantization condition for the complex energy branches (Eq. (7) in the main text) it appears conceptually natural that the real endpoints of these complex spectral branches can match with the break-up conditions ±I L + [36] indicates a possibly missing second piece in the structural picture. The extension scheme (S12) provides this piece in a natural way and hints on a selection rule ±I L + π 4 = N 3 π −→ ±Im E gL 3 > 0 in the PT phase transition mechanism. Obviously, this phase transition mechanism will relate the Stokes graph break-up with a restructuring of the Stokes sectors and a subtle underlying WKB Riemann surface structure still to be described in full detail. The origin of this interrelated behavior can be traced back to the approximation of entire (single-valued) wave functions (all solutions to Schrödinger equations with purely polynomial potentials are entire functions [76] ) in terms of corresponding (multi-valued) WKB-type functions, a fact discussed already in [57] .
C: COMMENTS ON STOKES LINES AND STOKES GRAPHS
There are different defining conventions for the terms Stokes line and anti-Stokes line in the literature. We follow [53, 77] associating oscillatory behavior with anti-Stokes lines, opposite to [78, 79] . For simple turning points a k (as for all models studied in this Letter) three anti-Stokes lines are starting in each turning point [55] . They either end in another turning point or tend toward infinity |x| → ∞. Closed anti-Stokes lines are not possible for polynomial potentials V (x), they may occur for potentials of rational type [55] .
The model is described by the Schrödinger type Hamiltonian
The corresponding eigenvalue problem
is a Sturm-Liouville problem. It can be considered as infrared truncated (IR-truncated) version of the eigenvalue problem over the whole real line R, i.e. an eigenvalue problem whose Dirichlet BCs at real infinity, ψ(x → ±∞) → 0, are replaced by Dirichlet boundary conditions (BCs) at the finite end points ψ(x = ±L) = 0. Solutions ψ(x) of this eigenvalue problem can be obtained in terms of Airy functions. Below we will work solely in a zeroth-order WKB approximation. To go beyond this heuristically convincing lowest-order approximation, higher-order Poincaré type asymptotic approximations [74, 9.7.5, 9.7.9] or even super-and/or hyper-asymptotic techniques [68] should be used.
By a simple linear substitution x = az + b the DE (S16), (S17) can be brought into the form of an Airy DE (S7). From the intermediate DE
so that
with k = 0, 1, 2 denoting the three cubic root branches induced by the condition (S19). Without loss of generality one can fix k = 0. The solutions of the eigenvalue problem (S17) will then have the general form
with w 1,2 (z) any two of the three linearly independent Airy functions (S7). The constants c 1,2 should be chosen such that the BCs are fulfilled, ψ(x = ±L) = 0, what leads to the characteristic equation for the energy eigenvalues
We will solve this characteristic equation in the semi-classical regime |z ± | 1, i.e. for |g
where the zeroth-order WKB approximations (S9), (S11) will hold. From the literature it is known [37, [80] [81] [82] ] that 
in this semi-classical limit the rescaled energy spectrum E := E(gL) −1 is located on three straight-line segments in the complex E-plane (see Fig. S1 ). This is an astonishingly simple spectral picture so that it appears natural to conjecture that this very simple picture is produced by a corresponding very simple underlying mechanismdespite the technically rather complicated approach in [81] . As guiding hint for a possible working hypothesis we will check whether certain Airy-function combinations w 1,2 might lead to some strong simplification of the characteristic equation (S22) in the sense that in the semi-classical limit it would hold, e.g.,
As implication, the roots of the characteristic equation would be simply given by the Airy function roots and, in zeroth-order approximation, by the sine-zeros in (S11). (A similar behavior was recently discussed for other problems in [83, 5.2.25] .) Using the connection formula (S8) in (S22) one finds that all three Airy-function pairings w 1,2 = {Ai (z), Ai (µz)} , Ai (z), Ai (µ 2 z) , Ai (µz), Ai (µ 2 z) will yield the same result in (S22), i.e., the same contribution in (S11).
eigenvalues E. As we will see below, only in a few special cases the strong-simplification hypothesis (SSH) will be fulfilled so that the semi-classical spectral straight-line segments can be read-off directly. In the other cases, an extraction of the concrete solutions of the characteristic equation (S22) would be much harder because there would be no clear control over the location of possible zeros from the interplay of the various diverging oscillating components in the terms of the characteristic equation.
To identify the SSH cases we start from the specific asymptotic approximations (S9), (S11) of the Airy functions on the complex plane. Obviously, (S9) is valid on the complex z−plane with a narrow δ−sector cut out along the negative real axis. Moreover, in the same zeroth-order WKB, the modulus of the relevant exponent e Combining (S7), (S20), (S22) with k = 0 in (S20) we have
what allows us to reduce the SSH check to a simple sectorial convergence analysis. Using the entire-function property (ii), Ai (e 2πi z) = Ai (z), and assuming, e.g., the roots of the characteristic equation (S22), (S23) induced by the roots of w 1 (z + ) = Ai (z + ) one has
for the two Airy function combinations {w 1 (z), w 2 (z)} = {Ai (z), Ai (µz)} , Ai (z), Ai (µ 2 z) . These z ± , µz ± , µ 2 z ± combinations are listed as cases I and II in Table I and are depicted with regard to the corresponding asymptotic Airy function sectors in Fig. S3 . From the graphics I and II in Fig. S3 one reads off the asymptotic behavior of the 
µz+ ∈ e Table  I and the location of the Airy function arguments with regard to the various asymptotic regions. By substitution into the corresponding SSH equations (S23), one directly reads off whether the SSH condition Ai (black) = Ai (red)Ai (blue)/Ai (green) ≈ 0 is fulfilled or not. One finds that the SSH condition, Ai (black) ≈ 0, is met only for configurations III and X (highlighted by black frames).
Airy function combinations in the two representations of the characteristic equation (S22)
where we symbolically indicated exponential growth of the modulus by ∞ and its exponential decay by 0. Both cases I and II are not of SSH type and we discard them. In total there are 12 cases to check: the characteristic (secular) equation (S22) has 3 representations (induced by the 3 Airy function combinations {w 1 (z), w 2 (z)} = {Ai (z), Ai (µz)}, Ai (z), Ai (µ 2 z) , Ai (µz), Ai (µ 2 z) ) and for each of these representations there are 4 component functions w 1 (z ± ), w 2 (z ± ) whose arguments should be, step by step, assumed as contained in the negative real half-axis e iπ R + . Checking all 12 cases of function sets (see Table I and Fig. S3 ) one observes that these cases split into 6 groups of pairwise complex conjugate line arrangements. Five of these pairs (I+XII, II+XI, IV+IX, V+VIII and VI+VII) do not fulfill the SSH condition (S23). For example, in the case of IV+IX, possible line segments would cross the negative semi-axis so that the simple asymptotic behavior (S9) would break down and (S9) should be extended via Stokes multipliers to adjacent Riemann sheets. It turns out that to reproduce the observed straight-line-spectrum it suffices to keep within the single Riemann sheet so that the pair IV+IX can be discarded as well. Only the pair III+X shows clear SSH behavior over certain z ± −line segments in the complex plane
From the III+X-graphics in Figs. S3, S5 these line segments can be read off as
where their end points are defined as intersection points of the z + , µz + and z − , µ 2 z − line segments with the rays e ±i π 3 R + of the sectorial boundaries where the SSH behavior breaks down. It turns out that all these segment end points (intersection points) yield the same parameter value
Using the parametrization (S34) in (S24), the line segments z ± (s) can be mapped into the complex energy plane [89] III :
with end point s c = 2κ √ 3 mapped into the real energy value
A further restriction comes from the SSH condition (S23), (S33) itself. In the used zeroth-order approximation it restricts the parameter s to the sign-inverted Airy function roots
and, hence, (in full agreement with [74, 9.9.6] ) to
We note that the zeroth-order WKB approximation is valid for z ± 1, i.e. for s 1. Nevertheless, comparison of the numerical values of the first (lowest) root s 1 given in (S40) with the high-accuracy value of the actual (signinverted) Airy function roots 1 from [74, 9.9(v)] shows that s 1 = (9π/8) 2/3 ≈ 2.32 ands 1 ≈ 2.34. Therefore, within this accuracy, the zeroth-order estimate (S40) can be used for all s n , n ∈ N.
Eqs (S39) and (S40) imply that there will be no complex energy eigenvalue as long as the upper bound s c is smaller than the first Airy function root s 1 . In this way, the PT phase transition threshold and the estimate for the number of complex energy states from [37, 38] is recovered
i.e., all eigenvalues E remain real as long as
Moreover, one observes that a given rescaled complex conjugate eigenvalue pair
moves toward the segment end points ±i when the coupling g and the length L are increased (in full agreement with the numerical observations in [37] ). This movement (for increasing L) can be interpreted as spectral UV→ IR renormalization group flow on the corresponding complex conjugate scaling graph segments R CO ⊂ R (see the discussion in the main text of the Letter). For the unscaled complex conjugate eigenvalue pairs E(s n ) one has from (S24), (S43)
so that for constant coupling g the real part Re E(s n ) remains constant when L changes (again in agreement with [37] ), whereas |E(s n )| L→∞ → ∞. The basic mechanism underlying the emergence of the complex eigenvalue branches is easily understood from the location of the end points x = ±1 of the real interval [−1, 1] ⊂ R with regard to the dominant and subdominant Stokes sectors of the specific SSH type Airy function (see Fig. S4 ). Subsequently, we demonstrate this for the SSH configuration III. (The discussion of the second SSH configuration (X) follows that of configuration III just after a PT transformation, i.e. all the system (with its various paths) has to be complex conjugated in the complex E(s)−plane and reflected on the imaginary axis in the complex x−plane.). For configuration III, the real interval x ∈ [−1, 1] ⊂ R can be deformed into a path x ∈ G ⊂ C in the complex x−plane so that starting from x = −1 this path coincides with a segment of the negative axis z ∈ e iπ R + for the Airy function Ai (z) until it reaches the WKB turning point of that Airy function at x(z = 0) (marked as red dot in the right graphics of Fig. S4) . At x = −1 the Dirichlet BC is satisfied by an Airy function zero, Ai [z(x = −1)] = 0. From the turning point x(z = 0) the path can be continued into the subdominant Stokes sector (shadowed area) until it reaches the other real end point x = 1. In the subdominant Stokes sector the Airy function shows exponentially decaying behavior and to accuracy below the chosen zeroth-order WKB approximation the path can be connected to x = 1, where the Dirichlet BC is satisfied with the same accuracy. This mechanism works as long as the path end point x = 1 is located sufficiently deep inside the subdominant Stokes sector. When the rescaled complex energy eigenvalue E reaches the real limit E → E(s c ) = The setup can be compared to that of a wave function for a particle moving on an interval Ω ∈ R of the real line bounded to the right by a potential wall with finite slope, and to the left by an infinitely high box wall, i.e. a turning point to the right and a Dirichlet BC to the left (see, e.g., [53, sect. A.2] ). (The second Dirichtlet BC to the right of the turning point is imposed sufficiently deep in the classically forbidden region so that this BC is satisfied to zeroth order in the WKB approximation.) The corresponding quantization condition formally coincides with the eigenvalue condition (S39), i.e., it has the same Maslov term [91] 
By comparison with known results on quadratic differentials [55] one identifies Y as segment of a horizontal trajectory in the sense of Strebel [55, definition 5.5.3]
Moreover, we note that the obtained SSH scheme with its deformation path (Fig. S4b) can be regarded as leading to a uniform WKB approximation [57] , [53, sect. 2.3] of the wave function ψ in terms of a single Airy function defined over that path
in an extended vicinity of the corresponding single turning point. Finally, we describe the real part of the energy spectrum related to the real straight-line segment E ∈ [3 −1/2 , ∞) ⊂ R + (see Fig. S1 ). For this purpose we start from the Airy function combinations of configurations III and X, and
from (S35) this gives the relevant parameterizations
depicted as dashed lines in Fig. S5 . The corresponding rays are located in the single Riemann sheet of the asymptotic expansion (S9). From the graphics one sees, e.g., that for real energy values smaller than the lower boundary E < E(s c ) = 3 −1/2 all the dashed lines should be continued beyond the black dots (corresponding to E(s c ) = 3 −1/2 ). For the black dashed lines this means that they should cross the negative semi-axis (which can be understood here as possible cut) and pass to adjacent Riemann sheets. Due to additional Stokes factors this would change the asymptotic form of the Airy functions and as result destroy the spectrum-generating mechanism based on the ansatz with real straight-line ray E(s c ) ≤ E ∈ 3 −1/2 + R + . For the two SSH-type Airy function combinations III and X the corresponding spectrum-defining characteristic equations (S22) yield in zeroth-order WKB approximation 
and, therefore, the same condition 
this reduces to the PT −symmetric generalization of the standard quantization condition for a particle in a box sin κ
where the PT symmetry of the integrand and the integration interval imply
Finally, we note that, due to the invariance of the spectral scaling graph R (Fig. S1) under changes of the IR-cutoff L and the coupling g, in the IR completion limit L → ∞ the non-scaled energies E n according to Eq. (S44) move to infinity, |E n (L → ∞)| → ∞, leaving the finite spectral plane empty. In this way, Herbst's empty-spectrum result [85] for the V = −ix model for x ∈ R is recovered (see, also [37] ).
Essential conclusion: For the model with potential V = −ix and Dirichlet BCs at the end-points of the interval of definition, Ω ⊂ R, complex eigenvalues are related to a deformation of the interval Ω into a path x ∈ G ⊂ C in the complex x−plane. One of the BCs is fulfilled exactly as a zero of the relevant SSH Airy function, whereas the Dirichlet BC at the other end-point of the interval should be located deep in the subdominant Stokes sector of this Airy function so that the latter BC is fulfilled to accuracy of the WKB approximation. The path G ⊂ C itself has to be chosen in such a way that it follows the negative real axis of the Airy function (with anti-Stokes type/horizontal behavior of the WKB approximation) pass through the turning point and connect to the other interval end-point in the subdominant Stokes sector of the Airy function. This observation serves as main heuristic test ansatz and working hypothesis for the conjectured quantization condition for complex conjugate eigenvalue-pairs in general −g(ix)
2n+1
] MODELS: RESOLUTION OF THE ANTI-STOKES-LINE CONSTRAINTS
There is strong evidence that the spectral behavior of the −g(ix)
model, is defined by the same basic underlying mechanism which can be qualitatively described within zeroth-order WKB.
The remarkably good reproduction of the eigenvalue-solver based results by 0th-order WKB (see sects. F,G of the present Supplement) allow for the following explanation. Regardless of the increasing complexity of the Stokes graphs with increasing powers 2n + 1 (sect. G) and in agreement with [36] , the real energies are defined by the same secular equation pair (S13) -keeping Q(x) = E − V (x) = E + g(ix)
2n+1 and deforming the interval x ∈ [−L, L] ⊂ R into a path G ⊂ C passing through those pairs of nearest turning points which for suitable E c allow for direct anti-Stokes-line connections between them and to the path end points x = ±L, and which for even (odd) n are located in the upper (lower) complex x−half-plane.
We start from the working hypothesis that the complex scaled/mapped eigenvalues (MEs) E j = Ej gL 2n+1 are located on a single curve in the complex E−plane (and its complex conjugate PT −symmetric mirror image) defined by the reality (horizontality [55] ) constraint for the anti-Stokes-line segment Y connecting the turning a k closest to the interval end point x = −L with x = −L itself (x =: Ly, a k =:
The parameters E and α k have been scaled out from the integrand of τ to keep the integral of single type under differentiation. Making use of E = −i(−1) n α 2n+1 k and its implications
(2n+1)E the differential version of the reality constraint can be obtained as
with resulting ODE
as defining equation for one of the complex branches of the scaling graph [Eq. (9) in the main text of the Letter]. The initial condition is most conveniently chosen close to E(τ = 0) = (−1) n i. This point corresponds to a vanishing integral in (S54), i.e. a configuration with one of the turning points coinciding with the interval end point y = −1. Once three anti-Stokes line segments are starting in a turning point and the ODE (S56) itself is singular at E(τ = 0) = (−1) n i, the relevant initial condition has to be fixed at a point slightly shifted off E(τ = 0) but located on the complex solution curve E(τ ). Substituting for small τ 1 a Puiseux expansion ansatz
into (S56) yields the initial condition as
This initial condition selects the correct integration path and is used to obtain numerical solutions and the graphical input for the comparison with the shooting-method results (see section G, below). Next, we note that for general −g(ix) 
Furthermore, within 0th-order WKB, the PT phase transition point E c can be roughly estimated as end-point of the complex branch E c ≈ E(τ c ) ∈ R + and with obvious fitting of break-up rule (S15) and quantization rule [Eq. (7) 
indicates an underlying selection rule for the PT phase transition and Stokes graph break-up toward complex energies: ±I L + π 4 = N 3 π −→ ±Im E > 0, an effect which should find an explanation within an explicit WKB-Riemannsurface based technique (still to be developed).
The 20 lowest eigenvalues {E j (L)} 20 j=1 have been calculated numerically to high precision by a shooting-methodbased eigenvalue solver for complex Sturm-Liouville problems. The corresponding single data set
) model is analyzed under various scalings to visualize the hidden simple structure laws and patterns contained in these spectral data.
FIG. S6. Eigenvalue behavior of the (igy
3 , y ∈ [−1, 1]) model. This spectral behavior, known from [36] , is reproduced from the (ix
. Such a spectral behavior with its transitions from purely real to pairwise complex-conjugate branches is a typical pattern for various PT −symmetric setups [36] .
FIG. S7. Eigenvalue behavior of the (ix
Clearly visible is the L−independence of the low-lying BohrSommerfeld (BS) type real eigenvalues for large L (left graphic) which reproduce the corresponding low-lying eigenvalues of the IR-completed (ix 3 , x ∈ R) model. Clearly pronounced is also the L−independence of the high-lying L 2 −multiplied box-type (BT) real eigenvalues with EjL 2 ≈ π 2 j 2 /4 for small L (right graphic). This specific behavior of the real eigenvalues, including the BT BS transition between the two spectral regimes, is described by the secular equation pair (S13). 
FIG. S9. Eigenvalue behavior of the (ix
Ej(L) coincide outside a well-defined PT phase transition region (left graphic). The coincidence curve forms the complex part RCO of the spectral scaling graph R = RCO ∪ R+ and can be described analytically within zeroth-order WKB (for a comparison see Fig. S12 below) . There exists a PT phase transition region in the L −3 −scaled spectral plane (the spectral E−plane) where the complex branches do not coincide (right graphic) and where the zeroth-order WKB approximation breaks down. From the numerical data one observes that the strongest deviations from zeroth-order WKB are produced by the eigenvalue branches with the lowest mode numbers j, whereas an increasing j is associated with shrinking deviations. More sophisticated techniques will be required for a comprehensive analytical description in this PT transition region and are still to be developed. √ E − ix 3 dx for sample energies E = 1 (top), E = e iπ/20 (middle left), E = e −iπ/20 (middle right), E = e iπ/4 (bottom left), E = e −iπ/4 (bottom right). Anti-Stokes lines (blue curves) correspond to oscillatory behavior of ψ±, whereas Stokes lines (green curves) indicate steepest exponential decay or blow-up. Clearly visible is the PT symmetry relation between graphs for complex conjugate energies which shows up as mutual reflection symmetry with regard to the imaginary axis in the complex x−plane. 
model. Spectral scaling graph segment RCO(Im E < 0) ∪ Ec with 10 marked sample rescaled/mapped energies (MEs) Ej = L −3 Ej = E (jτc/10) ∈ RCO, j = 1, . . . , 9 ∪ E10 = Ec ∈ R+ (top, left) and the corresponding Stokes graphs (anti-Stokes lines) in various resolutions (top, right; bottom). For all MEs Ej ∈ RCO, one of the Dirichlet BCs for the wave function has to be satisfied at one of the interval end points exactly (here at y = xL −1 = −1 with ψ(x = −L) = 0) and an anti-Stokes line has to pass through that point, y = −1 ∈ S (as clearly visible; bottom right). For Ec ∈ R+, the condition y = ±1 ∈ S holds at both end points with exact Dirichlet BCs satisfied simultaneously ψ(x = ±L) = 0.
FIG. S12.
Eigenvalue behavior of the (ix
Ej(L) (blue curves) obtained by a shooting method with the zeroth-order WKB approximation results (green curve). A remarkably good coincidence of the two curves holds outside a certain PT phase transition region (upper graphic). From the numerical data one observes that the strongest deviations from zeroth-order WKB are produced by the eigenvalue branches with the lowest mode numbers j, whereas an increasing j is associated with shrinking deviations. More sophisticated (higher-order) techniques will be required for a comprehensive analytical description in this PT transition region (lower graphic) and are still to be developed. for the same fixed real sample energy E = 1. Anti-Stokes lines (blue curves) correspond to oscillatory behavior, whereas Stokes lines (green curves) indicate steepest exponential decay or blow-up. Regardless of the increasing complexity of the Stokes graphs with increasing n, the basic mechanism responsible for the location of the complex conjugate eigenvalue pairs remains the same kind of zeroth-order WKB approximation with an anti-Stokes line segment connecting one of the interval end points x = ±L (with exact Dirichlet BC at this point) with a nearest turning point defining the corresponding complex eigenvalue via uniform Airy-function approximation [57] , [53, sect. 2.3] of the wave function. From the structure of the Stokes graphs one reads off that these relevant nearest turning points are located in the lower (upper) complex x−plane for n odd, i.e. V = ix 7 , ix 11 (n even, i.e. V = −ix 5 , −ix 9 ). L 2n+1 obtained by a shooting method (blue curves) with the results of the zeroth-order WKB approximation (green curves). The remarkably good (graphical) coincidence of these results outside the PT phase transition regions provides strong numerical evidence that the hypothesized anti-Stokes-line approach (the uniform zeroth-order WKB approximation [57] , [53, sect. 2.3] in terms of single Airy functions) with its differentially resolved reality constraint holds for models with higher-polynomial potentials as well. As for the (ix 3 , x ∈ [−L, L]) model, the uniform zeroth-order approximation breaks down in the PT phase transition region. From the numerical data one observes that the strongest deviations from zeroth-order WKB are produced by the eigenvalue branches with the lowest mode numbers j, whereas an increasing j is associated with shrinking deviations. More sophisticated (higher-order WKB) techniques will be required for a comprehensive analytical description in this region which are still to be developed.
H: PT PHASE TRANSITIONS AND ASYMPTOTIC SPECTRAL SCALING GRAPHS: SOME DETAILS
The flow behavior of the mapped eigenvalues (MEs) E j = Ej gL 2n+1 on the corresponding asymptotic spectral scaling graph R = R CO ∪ R + = R CO ∪ R BS ∪ R BT ∪ E c with R CO := {E(τ ) ∪ [E(τ )] * | τ ∈ [0, τ c )}, R BS := (0, E c ) ⊂ R + , R BT := (E c , ∞) ⊂ R + can be qualitatively described as follows. As shown in [38] , considering V (x) as perturbation of an empty-box eigenvalue problem over x ∈ [−L, L] with eigenvalues E j = are not involved in PT phase transitions and remain real. In combination with Fig. 3(b) in the main text of the Letter, this leads to the following scaling behavior for fixed g and varying L: for sufficiently small L, inequality (S60) holds for all j, the system shows essentially BT behavior with E j ≈ π 2 4L 2 j 2 , and the corresponding mapped eigenvalues (MEs) E j ∈ R BT := (E c , ∞). With increasing L, the E j (for fixed j) decrease and (S60) becomes violated for an increasing number j ∼ L 2n+3 of the lowest eigenvalues. At E j ≈ E c , part of the BT MEs E j ∈ R BT undergoes pairwise transitions to pairs of complex-conjugate eigenvalues, another part passes from real BT to real BS (with details of transition mechanism and selection rules still to be clarified). For further increasing L the BS MEs E j = E j /(gL 2n+1 ) (due to L−indepenent E j ) flow from E c toward E = 0 densifying on this BS segment R BS := (0, E c ), whereas the complex MEs flow from E c toward E = ±i densifying on R CO := {E(τ ), [E(τ )] * | τ ∈ [0, τ c )}. From the quantization condition [Eq. (7) in the main text of the Letter] follows that the distance τ (E j ) between E j ∈ R CO and the end point E(τ = 0) = ±i on the corresponding R CO −branch for increasing L shrinks as τ (E j ) = .
